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Academic Vocabulary Guide: Word Cards 

Paper and digital word cards are acknowledged by both students and researchers as an efficient way to quickly learn 

vocabulary.1 Word cards are easy to create and customize, help you learn and remember words, and can be adapted to 

many study methods and games you can play alone or in a group with friends. 

Word cards can be index cards, slips of paper, sticky notes, or digital cards. 

When to Use Word Cards 

Use word cards to study when you need to learn words for short term retrieval, long term retrieval, or quick improvement 

of academic reading comprehension2 or fluency.3 Your goal will determine how you use the cards. 

Start by using Quizlet word cards or the Frayer Model4 template at the end of this document. 

Paper Word Cards 

Write the target word on one side and add a definition in your own words, facts such as pronunciation or translation, 

examples, and non-examples. On the back of the card, write everything but the word. Each time you encounter the card 

you can add more information such as a drawing or image, a sentence with the word in a context you will use, or some 

fill-in-the blank sentences. Each encounter with the card strengthens your memory of the word and your ability to use it. 

Advantages 

Research suggests studying with word cards is more effective than word lists.5 Paper cards are inexpensive and easy to 

shuffle, group, and store. Customizing paper cards to add words from academic texts that you read or from your field of 

study is easy. Paper cards can be used regardless of internet availability and they do not require data or electricity while 

you practice. You can also play games with paper cards alone or in groups with friends. 

Disadvantages 

You cannot always find pre-made word cards. They have no audio for learning pronunciation, no automatic quizzes, and it 

can be difficult to play remote or online games in groups with friends. 

Digital Word Cards 

Digital cards are electronic forms of paper cards and effective for learning vocabulary.6 Many websites are available to 

make cards including Quizlet, Kahoot, and Vocabulary.com. 

Advantages 

Using a website such as Quizlet for digital cards will provide you with free and premium options. You can make your 

own cards or access pre-made sets created by others. The Quizlet website is flexible enough that you can add audio and 

visual information on the front and back. You can also learn through multiple choice, writing answers, matching, and 

playing games. Depending on the information you enter, you can quiz yourself on meanings, pronunciation, and spelling. 

The process of making your own cards deepens your engagement with the words you are learning. Repeating this process 
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also gives you more chances to elaborate and create mental links as you interact with each word, helping you learn and 

retain vocabulary information.7 Digital cards also make it easy to play remote games in groups with friends. 

Disadvantages 

Digital cards require a device such as a smartphone or computer and access the internet. You also lose the kinesthetic 

learning advantage provided by writing or drawing word cards. 

Summary 

Our Academic Vocabulary Guide resource series was developed as a way to provide English as an Additional Language 

(EAL) learners the opportunity to better learn and retain academic vocabulary. For readers interested in more information 

about academic vocabulary development, please view our Academic Vocabulary Guide resource. 

We hope this guide will provide you with strategies for more productive academic vocabulary development. If you have 

questions, please contact elc@vanderbilt.edu. 

Find this guide and more online at: https://www.vanderbilt.edu/elc/resources/academic-vocabulary-guide/ 
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Frayer Model Word Cards: Front 
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Frayer Model Word Cards: Back 
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